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Just my thoughts...

Rula Lenska
This was all so, so unfair for poor Rula. Many will now probably remember her career for two t
Chantelle Houghton
A (not quite) singing version of Jade Goody.
She is so very self-possessed, the producers must have been thrilled beyond belief by the way

Dennis Rodman
Everyone knew Pete Burns had a hard time deciding what to wear for the day but what about poor
Did anyone note that while Pete Burns got awful raggeddy when he ran short of booze and cigare
And did you see how he balanced on the exercise ball with one foot while he did push ups? Have

Jodie Marsh
Poor, poor Jodie. How sad and muddled she appears to be. I gather, though, that there’s a very
I think myself that there’s a great big rock sitting in the head of Jodie Marsh, never referre
One suspects that self-contemplation is not a regular pastime for Miss Marsh. A shame, as rare
Poor, poor Jodie.

(Sam) Preston
Just like Dennis Rodman, I had no idea who Preston actually was. I gathered he was in a band c
Apart from that, I knew nothing before about Le Preston and I know little else now, other than
All quite ordinary, in fact.

Michael Barrymore
What a piece of work is this man! How infinite in frailty, his new personna suggests, and I ha

Pete Burns
Twisted embittered genius. Youngsters will probably be too young to realise this but in the ge
For me the best times in the house were when the Pete and Michael show hit the road, late at n
Who was it pleaded with George to go and speak with Rula because she was feeling so bad as a w
Who was it spoke up so volubly for Barrymore after being evicted, saying how much he needed to

Traci Bingham
The delightful, the truly gorgeous Traci Bingham. Every man should have a Bingham of his own.
I don’t think Traci understood the show, which goes a long way to explaining why she was so de

George Galloway
What a clear-cut warning to us all of how politicians plan to use us. We seem to be no more th
I noticed too that when there was the first a major disagreement in the house - I believe over
Thus, it begins. How long before, in order that George may the better to fulfil his post as ar
In the same vein, we might conjecture, how long before George’s sexual needs/desires must simi
Maggot

Maggot, the common man - the voice of reason, as he said. A straightforward decent guy. Good t

Faria Alam
The Big Brother experience must have been very difficult for Faria. I thought she behaved thro

Big Brother grew up and found its feet here, this was ground-breaking TV. It still seems the
Synchronise watches, tv kids; only a matter of time before they change their tune and accept t
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